
 
Safety Test – 25 True/False Questions 
 

The Answers: 
 
 
F    The trigger of a gun is the most dangerous part of a gun 
F It is ok to shoot at a flat hard surface such as water 
T The muzzle is the most dangerous part of a gun 
T Never shoot at a flat hard surface such as water 
T 60% of gun injuries are self inflicted (majority) 
F Boys are better shooters than girls 
T  Boys and girls are equal in shooting skills 
T Shotgun are the most popular sporting guns 
F shotguns shoot small round pellets called BB’s 
T shotguns shoot small round pellets called shot 
T shotguns barrels are smooth on the inside 
F BB guns are like toys, and are not too dangerous 
T Shotguns uses different size of ammunition or shells, the size is known as a gauge 
T Choke on a shotgun controls how fast and how wide the shot will spread once it leaves the end of the barrel 
F Shotguns can fire a single projectile called a bullet? 
T Shotguns can fire a single projectile called a slug? 
T A long time ago, shotgun barrels were made by welding twisted wire together called Damascus barrels? 
F Modern shotgun ammunition is ok to shoot in the old Damascus (trwisted wire) barrel? 
F The largest shotgun pellets is the 00 Buck shot (Double odd buck) 
T The largest shotgun pellets is the 000 Buck shot (Triple odd buck) 
T The smaller the size number is the larger the shot size 
T The major difference between a shotgun and a rifle is the barrel 
F It is ok carry different gauge shells with you while hunting 
T A rifle barrel has grooves in the inside of the barrel 
T Rifle and bullets come in different sizes known as calibers 
F .22 calibers are good for shooting deer 
T .30-06 calibers are good for shooting deer 
T .22 calibers are good for target shooting 
F The safety on any rifle or shotgun guarantees the gun will not fire 
T A .30-06 caliber rifle can fire a bullet more than 3 miles 
T Pneumatic guns (spring, single pump, multi-pump) use air to fire pellets and BB’s 
T CO2 gun uses liquid gas (carbon dioxide) that is stored in a small metal bottle 
T You should treat ever gun as if it was loaded 
T 15 meters or 16 feet and 4 ¾ inches is the normal shooting distance for BB guns 
F It is ok to carry a loaded or cocked gun into your car, home, or other places 
F If you barrel gets snow or mud in it, it is ok to fire a bullet to clean it out 
T Guns not in use should always be unloaded 
F It is ok to hunt on other’s land without asking permission 
F It is ok to keep your finger on the trigger while carrying your gun 
T The main eye that you aim with is known as your dominant eye 
F With a shotgun, you aim the barrel 
T With a shotgun, you point the barrel in the direction that you want to shoot 
T The spiral inside of a rifle barrel is known as rifling 
T Shotgun barrels are smooth 



T Shotgun shoots shells containing shot 
T Rifles shoots bullets 
T The spin of a bullet helps with speed and accuracy 
F A choke is used on rifle barrels 
T A choke is used to control the BB pattern 
F .30-06 is a popular shotgun bullet 
T .30-06 is used for deer hunting 
F 10 gauge is the smallest shot for a shotgun 
T .410 gauge is the smallest shot for a shotgun 
F Smaller bullet means smaller gun (rifle) 
F Larger shot means large shotgun 
 
 
 
 
What are the different types of shotguns (5 of them)? 

Pump   Semi-Automatic   Double Barrel    Over and Under    Bolt Action 
 
What are the different types of rifles (4 of them)? 

Bolt   Lever Action   Pump Action   Semi-Automatic 
 
What type of gun is used for sporting games and hunting where you shoot at moving targets at close range? 
 Shotgun 
 
What is the smallest shell for a shotgun? .410 gauge 
 
What is the largest shell for s shotgun? 10 gauge 
 
What is the effective range of a shot?   100 yards 
 
What is the largest shotgun size?   10 gauge 
 
The grooves in a rifle barrel are known as? Rifling 
 
What is the effective range for a .22 caliber rifle? 1 mile 
 
What is the effective range for a .30-06 rifle? 3 miles 
 
What are the 2 types of handguns?  
 Semi-Automatic    Revolver 
 
What are the 4 types or ways to carry a field gun? 
 Ready   Cradle    Underarm    Marching 
 
What are the 5 most important things to remember in fire a shot are? 
 Proper sight alignment 
 Proper sight picture 
 Breath control 
 Trigger squeeze 
 Follow through 


